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The Many Kinds of Intoxicants
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Cows will eat rubbish, pandits will
use tobacco and hemp,
Yogis will carry weapons-these will
be the colors of Kali Yuga.
N HIS HYMNS Kabir Sahib made many
prophesies about effects of the Iron
Age or Kali Yuga and now that the time
has come, many of them have proved
correct. God sent the Rishis and Munis in
this world to see what things are required
for people, and what is bad for the people. There are four very old scriptures in
this world (the Vedas), which were created by Brahma, who was the creator of
this world. In those scriptures he has
given the knowledge of created things.
In one Veda was given the knowledge
of medicines and herbs, and all the
vegetation grown in this world. When
Brahma was talking with Rishi Narada
about that Veda he told him about all
those things, and then he came to the
page where the knowledge about tobacco
was given. At that time Lord Brahma
told Rishi Narada, "All the four ages
will come one after another. After the
Golden Age the Silver Age will come,
then the Copper Age will come, and after
that, the Iron Age will come. But this tobacco will be used only in the Iron Age;
in the other three ages nobody will use it.
When the Iron Age comes, the people
will do many types of austerities, and
many good devotional things; but still,
because of this tobacco, people will lose
everything."

I

This discourse was given at Sant Bani
Ashram, Sanbornton, New Hampshire, on May 25, 1977.
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In the sacred book of the Hindus
called Sukand Purana, in the 52nd chapter, it is written that if, after doing a lot
of meditation and devotion of God, one
still is addicted to tobacco, he will lose
whatever he has gained in his meditations. In that book it is written to this extent: that one who uses tobacco will go
into the body of a pig, and one who will
cooperate with such a man will get the
same punishment. One Mahatma has
written that tobacco said to man, "I am
bringing you cough, cancer, and other
diseases; now what else d o you want me
to do for you, since you are not leaving
me?"
Once Guru Gobind Singh was riding
with many of His disciples. At one place
His horse stopped and wouldn't go forward, so Guru Gobind Singh asked His
disciples what was wrong there. They
replied that there was one field of tobacco ahead. Guru Gobind Singh told all
His disciples, "You see? Not even my
horse likes its smell, so you should not
use this thing."
Once Master Sawan Singh was invited
by the King of Sangli to come to Sangli
and give Satsang. After doing Satsang,
He went over all the fields of that king;
but when He came near the tobacco
field, He stopped there and said,
"Where the horse of my ancestor refused
to go, how can I go?" And He came
back.
Regarding tobacco, Master Sawan
Singh used to tell this story, and then He
would laugh very much: He used to say
that one donkey was eating grass in a
tobacco field, but he was not touching

the big tobacco leaves. One man asked
him, " 0 Mister Donkey, why is it that
you are searching for the little grass, and
these big leaves are in front of you, and
you are not touching them?" He replied,
"I have heard that those who will use
these leaves will become donkeys, and as
you can see, I am already a donkey."
[Much laughter.]
Five hundred years ago, not many
people were using tobacco. But at that
time Kabir Sahib wrote this hymn, and in
it He told about things that would happen in the future, and now they are coming true. At that time He wrote that the
learned pundits who were considered to
be very religious men would also start using it. Further, there is a special type or
sect of yogis who wear earrings in their
ears, and are called Yogis in India. During Kabir's time, they were doing many
rites and rituals, and they were giving the
knowledge of God, proclaiming that
God was with them. So Kabir Sahib
prophesied that the time would come
when the pundits would start using
tobacco, and these Yogis would start carrying weapons, and would give up all
their rites and rituals, and would not go
on the path of God. And now in India it
is obviously seen everywhere that the
pundits are doing as He said, and the
Yogis have also lost their meditations.
The Kali Yuga, or Iron Age, or age
dominated by the Negative Power, began
in the time of King Parishad. During his
reign, the personification of Kali Yuga
said to King Parishad, "Now it is my
time to dwell in this world." King
Parishad replied, "All right, you go to
the people who are indulging in worldly
pleasures, and who are doing evil,"-he
gave all the bad places of the world to the
form of Kali Yuga. But Kali Yuga asked
for one thing, saying, "You are sending
me to all the bad places, but you should
give me one good place at least. Please

give me the boon of dwelling where there
is gold." So King Parishad said, "All
right, you can live where the gold iswhere the wealth is."
Now King Parishad was wearing a
golden crown, so Kali Yuga took the
form of an ant, and went into the golden
crown of King Parishad. This meant that
King Parishad was controlled by Kali
Yuga.
So King Parishad, who was very righteous in the beginning, started thinking
about going hunting. He was a disciple
of Shingri Rishi, so when he went into
the forest for hunting, he asked Shingri
Rishi, "Are there any animals in this part
of the forest?" But Shingri Rishi was sitting for meditation and didn't reply.
King Parishad, because he was being
controlled by Kali Yuga, became very
angry with him. He saw a snake, and
killed it, and put it around the neck of
Shingri Rishi.
Now when another disciple of Shingri
Rishi saw that, he was very upset because
someone had insulted his Master. So he
gave a curse: "The person who has done
this will die in seven days by the bite of a
snake."
When King Parishad came to know
about that, he realized that he had done a
great sin, and he tried to think of a way in
which he could survive. He was a King,
so he made a good fort in the middle of
the ocean, made of glass, and for seven
days he called Rishi Ved Vyas to do Satsang because he wanted to survive, and
he thought that by doing Satsang and by
remembering God's name he would be
able to escape from death which was going to come in seven days. So Ved Vyas
was giving him Satsang, and when the
seven days were past, hearing the Satsang and doing the remembrance of
God, his people told him, "Now the time
has passed and there is no question of a
snake coming here, because a snake canSANT BANI

not come through the water, and moreover the fort is made of glass."
So all the people were invited to come
there and have a party and some came
with garlands, and some with bouquets,
and some with flowers, to greet the king.
So, because of Kali Yuga, that disciple
who had cursed him also came in the
form of a snake-a very small snake-in
one of the garlands. As soon as that garland was On the neck of the king, that
snake bit him, and he died. Because of
the infh3-U of Kali Yuga, King Parishad made a great mistake and insulted
his Master, and that is why he left the
body.

the intoxication of Naam remains forever; it never leaves.
Hemp, marijuana, wine, and tobacco:
Kabir says, "Until one leaves them
he cannot have the darshan of the
Beloved. "
Now Kabir Sahib is neither sparing nor
taunting anyone, but He is saying in very
that unless you give up the
strict
intoxication of hemp, opium, tobacco or
wine, you cannot have the darshan of the
~ ~ l Unless
~ ~you~ give
d up. all these,
you cannot progress in your meditations
and there is no question of seeing the Beloved.

Kali YWa will spread the snares of
hemp, tobacco and opium;
People will reside within their limits,
forgetting everything else.

Listen, 0 Intelligent Ones, I am telling you the qualities of wine:
Zt turns you from man to animal, a$
ter taking all the money from your
pocket.
NOW Kabir tells us the bad qualities of
,in,. "Listen, 0 Intelligent MenV-the
learned men or the wise people. After
drinking wine, all their intelligence goes
away, and even the money they have in
their pocket goes away. The man is
aware neither of his own.self nor of his
family, because he loses his mind.
Sadhu Sadaram says, "0 wine, there
are many bad qualities in you, and there
is no good quality in you. In taste also
you are bitter, and your intoxication is
very bad." He says that one who has
drunk wine has brought disgrace to his
name, and nobody is called good who is
drinking it. That is why the wise people,
the Saints who are sent by God, have
always laid much emphasis on stopping
this. Guru Nan& Sahib has called wine
"blood." He says that if even one drop is
spilt on the human body, the human
body is defiled. How can people who are
drinking it by cupfuls keep their hearts or
minds purified?
A Muslim Fakir has taught that wine is

Now Kabir Sahib says that Lord Kal has
come in this age, and he is carrying many
snares. He has brought the snares of the
intoxicants, the snare made out of hemp,
the snare of tobacco, the snare of opium,
and many other bad snares. And we are
always trapped in One of those
snares-we don't have any ~ ~ - ~ e to
a nget
s
out of that trap, that snare; and in that
condition, how can we spare any time for
meditation?
King Babar was addicted to hemp and
opium, and somebody told him that
Guru Nanak's eyes were always shining,
and he was always intoxicated. SO King
Babar thought that he also might be using some of those intoxicants. When
King Babar met Guru Nan& he offered
him hemp, saying, "You use this because
we have made this in a very beautiful
way, and this is a very good thing to
use." Guru Nanak Sahib replied, ' 0 ,
King Babar, the intoxication of hemp or
opium comes in the morning and goes in
the evening; after the intoxication is
gone, one feels very bad in the body. But
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the mother of all evils, because all the
evils appear when wine is drunk. Once
there was a King who wanted to know
what the most evil thing in the world was
-that from which other evils come. He
was curious to know. So with the counsel
of some of his people, he built a very big
city, around which he built a wall, with
four doors in it. And at each door he put
one or another thing to test the people.
At one door he put a cow, at another
door a prostitute, at the third door meat,
and at the fourth door big containers full
of wine. He told the guards to watch the
doors, and everybody was told they
could only go through the doors by enjoying whatever was kept at the door
they were going through.
There was one good man who wanted
to leave the city. First he went to the door
where the cow was kept, and the guard
told him that if he wanted to go out, he
had to kick the cow. He was a good man,
a learned man, and he remembered that
in the Hindu scriptures it is written that it
is a grave sin to kick a cow, so he
thought, "I will not go through this
door-I will go through another door."
But when he had chosen another door,
he saw that the prostitute was there. He
thought, "It is not good to enjoy with
that woman. In the Hindu scriptures it is
written that that also is a very bad sin."
Then he went to the third door and he
saw that there was meat there, and he
decided, "This is the worst sin in the
world-to
eat meat after killing the
animal." So he decided to go through the
fourth door.
When he saw the containers full of
wine, he thought, "What is wrong in
drinking wine? It is made of mead and
sugar and there is nothing wrong in
that." So he drank the wine, and after
drinking the wine, he got intoxicated,
and you know that when the intoxication
of wine comes, one loses one's in-

telligence, so he went mad. After drinking the wine the desire came into his mind
to eat the meat, and when he ate the
meat, the desire of lust came to him and
he enjoyed with that woman. After
enjoying with the woman, he was still intoxicated with the wine and he thought
of going out that fourth door, and as you
know, if one is intoxicated with wine, he
will always find the road very narrow:
even if the road is wide, still he will find
that it is very narrow. So, even though
that door was very wide, still he thought
it was narrow, and he kicked that cow
many times, saying, "Why are you staying here? You are in my way."
So in that way, he committed every sin
after drinking the wine, and on the next
morning, when he realized what he had
done the night before, he repented, and
he thought that if he had gone through
any one of those doors except that wine
door, he would have had only one sin to
his account; but because he first went
through the wine door, and drank that
wine, he did all the sins. So all evils come
after drinking wine.
Once a man came to our Ashram in
Kunichuk to see our Master, and he told
Master that his doctors had told him that
wine is a very good thing for the digestion, and that after drinking wine, one
can have a very restful sleep, therefore he
could not give up wine and get initiated.
Master lovingly replied, "You just think
that if in your next life you come in the
body of a bullock, where you will not
find any good food and nobody will give
you any digestive aids, then how will you
digest your food and have good sleep
then?" When Master explained that to
him lovingly, he understood, and he got
initiated, and left off his drinking and
other addictions.
Master Sawan Singh used to say that
meat and wine cannot do any good to the
human body.
SANT BANI

The soul addicted to intoxicants
never crosses the ocean of life.
Kabir says, "Think it over and give
them up."
Now Kabir Sahib speaks in very strong
words. He says that the man who is addicted to any intoxication, how can he
progress in meditation? There is no question of his progressing in his meditation.
Only he can be called wise who, giving up
all this intoxication, meditates wholeheartedly on Shabd Naam.
Intoxicants are of many kinds, nobody knows all of them.
Everybody is intoxicated with body,
mind, caste, and wealth.
Now Kabir Sahib says that there are
many other intoxications which we have
to abstain from. He says that the intoxication of having good health, the intoxication of good mind and intelligence,
and the intoxication of high positionthese are all Maya. We have to give up all
these intoxications, and we should not be
proud of these things, if God has given
them to us.

The intoxications of knowledge,
skill and powerWhen all these are left, then one gets
Anhad.
Now Kabir Sahib says that to be proud of
knowledge-that you have read many
books and can debate with people and
you will not give other people any chance
to speak, and you can win with debating
and arguing-that is also the intoxication of learning. The intoxication of being proud that you have a high post, are a
very high official, and only you can fill
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that post and nobody else-that is another type of intoxication. Kabir Sahib
says that if we will give up all these intoxications-knowledge,
wealth, maya,
etc.-then we can listen to the Anhad,
the limitless Bani which is sounding
within us.
Kabir is the addict of Naam, and not
of any intoxication.
One who drinks the cup of Naam
does not remain the addict of intoxication.
Kabir Sahib says, "I do not enjoy the
worldly intoxicants, because I am intoxicated with Naam, and those who get the
intoxication of Naam, do not need any
intoxication of this world."
In this small hymn, Kabir Sahib has
very clearly explained to us that we cannot progress in meditation if we are addicted to the worldly intoxicants. No
matter how much Simran and Bhajan we
do, even then we cannot go across,
because the soul which is polluted by addiction to these worldly intoxicants cannot rise above, and cannot go across the
ocean of this life.
Three miles away from the Ashram
there is a village where there were some
Satsangis who were addicted to smoking
the hookah; and they came to Hazur
complaining that they could not give up
this addiction. So Hazur asked them, "Is
the hookah not leaving you, or are you
not leaving the hookah?" And Hazur
told them that those who smoked the
hookah should carry the shoes of all the
Sangat at the Satsang, and should go
around the village and come back, carrying the shoes on their heads. After that,
they stopped smoking the hookah.

Song

Sawan

Gods, men and angels-other than these was he,
M y Emperor was superior in both the worlds.
When the Eye was opened, in this man-body God appeared,
And 0 Lord, m y idea of him was changed-he was found to be
something else.
In all glory was God there in him, and in all finality he appeared
in GodM y Master was not separate from Him, He was not different from
m y Master
Saturated in oneness, through the great loveGod was enchanted with him, and so was he with God.
He is the permanence in the body, mind and world,
Throughout this dissolving sphere he remains the Unchangeable
Permanence.
Come whilst at Satsang let us drink in the oneness through his eyes,
W h o knows when the Doomsday may come, with the consequences
thereof.

KIRPAL SINGH

Selected Letters
Baba Sawan Singh Ji
Baba Sawan Singh Ji Maharaj of Beas, after passing on the guruship to Kirpal
guru of Maharaj Kirpal Singh Ji, was Singh.
born on July 27, 1858. Initiated in 1894 by
Among many other innovations, Baba
Baba Jaimal Singh, he became His suc- Sawan Singh was the first Master to incessor on Baba Ji's death in 1903. During itiate Westerners and people in other
Sawan Singh's lifetime, the number of in- countries into Sant Mat. The first letter
itiates increased fifty times-from three printed below originally appeared in the
GEMS*; the next three
thousand to one hundred and fifty thou- book SPIRITUAL
sand. His Ashram, called "Dera Baba were written to Dr. and/or Mrs. H. M.
Jaimal Singh" after His Master, became Brock, of Port Angeles, Washington, His
a medium-sized city all its own, complete- first American disciples and represenly overshadowing the tiny town of Beas tatives, and are previously published; the
nearby. He left the body on April 2, 1948, last two are takenfrom SPIRITUAL
GEMS.

1. The Science of the Masters

Bo o ~ s

as distinguished
from trash, are accounts of the
experiences of persons reduced to writing for the benefit of others. If anyone
wishes to learn, say chemistry, he studies books on chemistry. Thus he learns
something about chemistry. But if he
gets instructions directly from a chemist. he obtains a better grasp of the subject. Again. if he sets up a laboratory
and begins to experiment, he will gain
still better knowledge of the subject.
And last of all, if he caries on his experiments under the personal directions of
an expert chemist, he will avoid many
a pitfall and will, in due time, become
a chemist.
Again, one book on chemistry may
appeal to one student and may not appeal to another; for the mental make-up
of the two may not be the same. One
may have his analytical faculty developed, while in the other the synthetical
THAT MATTER,
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faculty may predominate. A book,
therefore, is not all-comprehensive. The
author has written it from the angle
characteristic of himself and it will appeal only to persons having a touch of
the same qualities. Also the same book
may appeal to a person at one time and
may not appeal to him at another time;
for man is a variable creature, and his
intellect is a variable factor.
Again there is the difficulty of exact
expression and of correct understanding.
You cannot convey a correct idea of a
railway train or a modern motor car to
a person familiar with only bullock
carts as a means of conveyance. A radio agent without receiving apparatus,
will carry but little conviction as to the
marvels of radio among persons who
never before heard of the radio. Even
with a radio set at hand, he is likely to
be taken as a juggler.
So, when ideas about material things
cannot be conveyed correctly in words,

cither written or spoken, ideas about
non-material things, such as mental and
spiritual experiences, cannot possibly
bc cxpressed, w ~ t hany degree of clearness and exactitude, to persons who
never have had any such experiicnces. Yet mental and spiritual experiences on the mental and spiritual planes
are as real as are the experiences of anyone on the physical plane.
A boy who leaves school after learning the three R's says, "Knowledge is
unlimited." A student who completes
the common school course but who has
not yet entered the university also says,
"Knowledge is unlimited." The graduate of the university also says, "Knowledge is unlimited." A university professor who has encompassed the limits of
learning afforded by all universities also
says, "Knowledge is unlimited." Now
the boy, the student, the graduate, and
the professor all use the same expression; but evidently they do not mean
the same thing at all. The boy's idea of
knowledge is very shallow, while the
idea of knowledge as held by the professor is deep-a sea compared to a pond.
Books therefore convey but little at
best, and are often misunderstood. The
more critically a beginner examines
books, the more discrepancies he finds,
and the result is usually confusion of
thought. Hence the need for association
with a living teacher; also the need for
actual experience of converting theory
into fact, or individual realization. So,
books. by their very nature, are imperfect and serve but a limited purpose.
Man himself is the perfect book; for
all books have come out of him. Inside
of him is the Creator with all His creation. Study of books gives second-hand
information; while study of man gives
first-hand information; that is, the study
of what lies within ourselves. So why
10

not enter within ourselves and see what
is there?
From the books we are to grasp the
central or basic idea upon which the
book is based. If you examine books in
that spirit ( I am not defending all books,
and I am sorry to say that the English
language is poor in real literature on
spiritual subjects) you will find that the
central idea of Sant Mat, and of other
religions also, is the practice of the
Sound Current. Many different names
are used to express the idea. Christ, Mohammed, and the Vedic Rishis practiced and preached the same. It may be
said that they had studied or risen on
this Current to different heights; but the
fundamental idea of all of their teachings
is this Sound Current.
The type of language, or the setting
in which this basic idea is given, depends
upon the place and the people the Masters work among, their customs, the
manner of their presentation and their
own intellectual development. And as
these customs, manners, etc., change
with time, their books go out of date.
Hence the necessity of giving the same
principle of the Sound Current afresh.
The message must be kept modern, and
so adapted to the times and people to
whom it is offered.
This Current is present in Man-all
men. It is natural in man, not artificial.
It can neither be altered nor modified,
nor added to nor subtracted from. All
else in this world is changeable, and
changes continually, but not this Current. It is an emanation from, or wave
of, the Great Source of all-the
Supreme Creator, by whatever name you
wish to speak of Him. Each individual
is a spark or drop of that same Infinite
Source.
The Creator is at the top of this Current and the individual soul is at the
SANT BANI

other end, the Current thus acting as
the connecting link between them. By
that Current the life-even the very existence-of
the individual is sustained.
The individual feels no touch with it on
account of the thick veils of mind and
matter which cover it at this end. But
it is there, in man and in all forms of
creation, in the eye focus, whence it
permeates the whole body below the
eyes, and then goes out from the body
through the various sense organs. To
catch it, the scattered and scattering attention must be controlled and held in
the focus where connection is established with the astral, mental and the
spiritual planes, and the same finally
merges into its Source at the other end.
The first essential thing, therefore, is
to enter this laboratory within ourselves,
by bringing our scattered attention inside of the eye focus. This is a slow
process. But we are not justified in saying that we cannot do it, or that it is impossible, or that it is useless. Here is a
worthy pursuit for the application of our
critical and other faculties. If we cannot
control and subdue our thoughts, arising
within us, who else will? It is our job
and we must do it, and we must do it
now, in this very lifetime, while we are
men; for man is the highest form of creation.
There are many ways of doing this;
but from experience, Saints find that
"Repetition," called Simran, done in the
manner explained at the time of Initiation, is the best and most effective way,
as well as the simplest way. If thoughts
of the material world take us out of the
focus. thoughts of the inner worlds will
take us in that direction. When we are
inside of the focus, we have disconnected ourselves from the material world
and are on the threshold of the astral
world. We too have cast off our material
July 1978

frame, and we are of the same stuff as
the astral world, and are now in a position to function there. The same attention that was working in the material
~ l o r l dis now capable of working in the
astral world. And just as we now call
this lower world real, we will find the
astral world as real, or more real, than
we now find this one.
After reaching the astral plane, the
same attention, now purified from the
material dross, hangs onto the Sound
Current, becomes further purified and
rises on it to reach the spiritual planes.
With every inch of ascent inwards and
upwards, the soul is casting off the coverings of mind and matter and is awakening from the deep slumber of ages.
Needless to say that in this process the
soul is not helpless, but it goes in and
stays in and comes out at will.
We may look at this matter in anciher way: The Creator is Existence,
Knowledge, and Bliss, or Power, Wisdom, and Love. An atom or a spark of
this essence of Existence is the soul
which, encased in its coverings of mind
and matter, forms the individual man.
If the coverings were removed from the
individual, the soul would be naked and
would be qualified to know its Creator.
The individual will know itself-attain
"Self-Realization"-and will in turn be
able to know its Creator. Wrapped in
its coverings, the soul merely hears of
its Source from others or reads about
the Creator in books, makes guesses and
draws imaginary pictures to satisfy its
intellectual curiosity. It also manufactures creeds.
If a lantern were wrapped in a thin
muslin cloth its light would be dimmed.
If there is another envelope of thick,
coarse cloth over the muslin, the light
will be cut off entirely and the lantern
will cease to serve the purpose of a lan11

tern. Man is much like a covered lantern. There is light in him. There is the
spark of Pure Existence, Knowledge and
Bliss in him; but the envelopes of mind
and matter dim his light and he gropes
in darkness. Real Existence has degenerated and appears in him as reason, intellect and instinct. Bliss has degenerated into fleeting experiences of pleasure
and pain.
Clothed in our dark coverings, we are
incapable of understanding our Source.
And the extent to which we succeed in
removing our coverings marks the degree of our capacity to understand our
Source. These remarks about the books,
the Creator, the individual and the
Sound Current, will help us in answering
j our three-fold question :
1-The Original Home so often reEered to, whence we came;
2-Why we left that Home;
3-Will we ever leave it again?
The individual, as he is constituted now,
is incapable of understanding what has
happened or is happening at the Source.
The Saints, who come from that end and
have access to that end at will, know
what is going on at that end; but by the
very nature of things they are handicapped in trying to convey information
to the individual at this end. They attempt, in various ways, to satisfy their
audiences. Some are convinced, and
some are not. No matter what answer
is given to these questions, we can always find fault with it, and even if reason and intellect are satisfied for the
time being, the necessity for converting
theory into facts of experience and personal realization still remains.
But the point is that Saints do not
wish to satisfy their audiences by empty
words. They offer to take the inquirer
to the other end, and thus give him first12

hand knowledge. One beauty of it is
that, at that end, these questions do not
arise. So, if the curious questioner would
exercise a little patience and faith, most
of his questions would be answered
automatically as his experiences increase.
Suppose a man finds himself at the
bottom of a deep well where he is very
lonely and uncomfortable. Another man
happens to pass that well. He carries a
long rope. Finding this man in the well,
he lets down his rope and offers to pull
the man up, if only he will catch onto
the end of the rope. But our man in the
well enters into argument with the man
above, and demands to know just how
he came to fall into that well, and what
is the guarantee that he may not fall into
the well again, if he is pulled up. The
utmost that the man with the rope can
say is that he will take him out of the
well and then he can study the situation
for himself. But if the man in the well
does not take advantage of this opportunity, it only means that his time has
not yet come to escape from his imprisonment.
PREDESTINATION
VERSUS FREE WILL :
A will is free only so long as it has not
x t e d . Once it acts, then that very act
becomes binding on it. The second time
it acts. it does not act as a free will, but
as a "calculating will?" for it carries the
experience of the first act with it. And
a calculating will is not a free will. but
a limited will. The very creations or acts
of a free will work as limiting factors
upon it and guide it in its future activity. So, the more experiences one has,
the more his will is guided and thus
limited. And this is real predestination.
There is thus no antagonism between
predestination. fate. karma. and free
will. We were free at one time. We acted, and then our acts became binding
SANT BANI

upon us. They curtailed our initial freedom. They now act upon us as unavoidable fate. Since our experiences have
become complex and varied, these experiences now appear in us as joys and
fears, hopes and desires, each of which
in its turn moulds or fashions our reason and intellect.
Intellect, reason and feeling, being
what they have been fashioned to be,
now determine our actions and make us
choose the predestined course. Thus the
acts of one life determine the framework of the next life. Like farmers, we
are now living on the crop we gathered
last, while we are preparing the soil and
putting in the seed of the new crop. Although we must undergo our fate, there
being no escape from it, yet all is not
lost if we use the little freedom we have
in such a manner as to lead to our ultimate rescue.
We wish this age-long wandering from
life to life to come to an end. And so it
will, if we choose the means of escape.
The easiest, the safest, and in fact the
only way out is association with the
Free. Saints are free by virtue of their
practice of the Sound Current. And they
come among us with one single mission
-that of connecting us with the Sound
Current and so making us free. And this
is the only path of spiritual freedom.
FACTS
VERSUS THEORIES:
That which
may be a fact to one man, may not
necessarily be a fact to another. And it
will not become a fact to him until he
has had a similar experience. Facts of
Sant Mat are reproducible, like facts of
any science, and can be demonstrated
in the laboratory of Sant Mat. The laboratory of Sant Mat, as said before, is
inside man. Anybody who enters this
laboratory (brings his scattered attention within himself at the eye focus) can
see, feel, and realize what the Saints
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say. and he can repeat thc experiment
as often as he likes.
Sant Mat deals with facts only, not
with theories or beliefs. It lays down a
practical course for its devotees. It is
practical through and through, and it
can be executed by young or old, male
or female, wise or simple-mindedwhile at the same time they are enjoying
the fullness of home life.
LIFE DUTIES:Sant Mat is natural,
and hence rational. It expects its devotees to live a normal life and to do their
duties better than others. Sluggards do
not make any headway here or elsewhere. Sant Mat creates detachment in
attachment, living in the world and yet
not of the world. With mind under control, stimulated by a personal knowledge of other and better worlds, the disciple's viewpoint of life and of its duties
and responsibilities changes.
The life here actually becomes unreal
and its values are assessed accordingly.
Things which others lay much stress
upon become of little value to the disciple.
And often that which others may consider valueless, and even foolish, may
become of more value to the disciple
than life itself. This is because he looks
down upon life from a higher viewpoint.
But this does not mean that anyone may
neglect a real duty. Compared with life
in the worlds above the eye focus, the
life below the eye focus (our present
condition) is no better than a dream.
If people would go inside the focus
and enter the upper worlds, they would
become eternally happy. Empty talk
would cease. They would contemplate
the Grand Reality. So, first you are to
control your mind and rise within yourself to the eye focus, and the other man
is to do the same within himself. When
inside the eye focus, you and he have
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both cast off thc material coverings, and
matter is now no longer a hindrance in
your study and upward march. Neither
is it a hindrance In your communications
with each other, while you are both
above the eye focus.
To do this. it is not necessary to leave
home or country. Anybody who goes
inside of his focus is independent of
time and space, and he can. from his
own experience, give guidance to another who has not reached so far. He
who rises still higher. and has access to
other and higher worlds, is capable of
guiding others to those higher worlds.
As in all branches of study, a student
b h o occasionally meets his teacher and
converses freely with him has a distinct
advantage over one who takes only a
correspondence course. The same is the
case here in Sant Mat and the development on this Path. But the beauty of it
is that when you gain access to the inner Light and the Worlds of Light within, the elements of time and distance so
completely disappear that you stand
face to face with your teacher and Master, and He will always remain right
there to instruct and to lead you as well
as to strengthen you.
You need not accept anything which
does not appeal to you in books, or even
in my letters. You may leave aside for
the tlme bemg the ultimate object of
life and its how and why. You may start
your inquiry from this end. and then
take as your objective the attack upon
the eye focus. Reach that point as best
you can, by this or any other method.
Draw up your own plans, if you wish.
Only make and execute some plan to
reach that objective. Bring your plan into action That is the main thing. And
then if you find it does not work so well,
come back to this plan. The main point
is to reach the eye focus somehow. You
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will be dealing with your own attention.
If you succeed in holding it inside of the
focus, you have won the battle of life.
You say in eight weeks since your initiation you have made no progress. Sant
Mat does not fix any time limit. Let us
appreciate the situation. Ever since our
birth, at which time we left the eye focus and came out of it and established
our connections with this world. we have
not gone inside of it. Sometimes, when
we have a deep intricate problem to
solve, we close our eyes and try to think
by holding all our attention in the eye
center. We do it for a short time, but
soon run out again because we have
acquired the bad habit of always remaining away from the focus.
Poets, painters and musicians receive
inspiration from this point. All great
thinkers get their ideas clarified here.
Whatever scientific progress the world
has made has all been derived from this
source. This focus. back of the eyes. is
the fountain of all inspiration which has
produced the world's masterpieces. And
whatever further progress is to be made
in the future. the source of information
and inspiration will still be this point.
Here is where Divinity comes down to
meet the struggling man.
And what holds us outside this focus?
Why does not everybody in the world
rush, with his utmost ability, to enter
this magic fountain of inspiration and
wisdom? Because our attention has always been, and is yet. attached to our
bodies, to our near relations. to our
homes, to our countries. and to our
pleasures; sometimes to our pains and
sorrows. We have so much identified
ourselves with these things that we have
lost our identiy. Unless now we start
detaching ourselves from these outside
connections, begin to develop the capacity to switch our attention on and off
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at will, we can make but little progress
on the Path.
We are to re-establish our identity, to
assert our supremacy over our minds
and bodies. Mind must be madc to work
when we wish it to, and to remain motionless when we wish it to do so. We
must become able to enter this body
when we wish, to function in this world
when necessary, and then to go out of
it at will when we wish to function in
another world. It is the attention which
is to go inside and see, and so long as it
is running outside, who is to see inside?
If the owner of a house sits always outside of his house and complains that he
cannot see what is going on inside. his
complaint is not justified.
This detaching the attention from the
external connections is a slow affair.
Habits become second nature. It takes
time to form new habits. But slow and
steady wins the race, and practice makes
perfect. Follow your mind for a minute
and see what keeps it away from its
headquarters. Avoid whatever interferes and accept what helps in reaching
your objective. I have already given
you the Saints' method, based on long.
long experience.
If anyone is sure that he is on the
right Path, then if he takes but one step
a day, he is still approaching his destination, and is sure to get there some

day, no matter how distant his dcstination may be. You will perhaps say,
"How am I to know that I am on the
right Path?" I give you the means of
proving it for yourself. Until you havc
proved it for yourself, you must, per
necessity, accept something on faith.
You would have to do the same if you
were building a bridge. . . .
Lucky indeed is he who spends his
short life in the Master's company. "It
a man is a true seeker, he should give
himself up to the Satguru and drop all
else." It has been said already how the
attention of man is attached to all sorts
of worldly relationships and things.
There is hardly any attention left for
the study of self and for seeking God.
Look about you. Who has time for all
the needs of his own soul? He should
take time, but he thinks he cannot. His
attention is so monopolized by trifles
that he has no time for most vital concerns.
A true seeker who gives undivided
attention to the things of the spirit is a
rare bird. But men follow after that
which they love best. A lover cannot be
kept separated from his beloved, for he
has given himself over to his beloved.
His beloved is his life. The quoted passages only point to the ideal. A Saint is
lucky if he gets one or two genuine
seekers during his whole lifetime.

2. The Master and Kal Purush
July 9, 1914
My dear daughter:
I received your letter of the 20th April
in due course. There has been some delay
in answering it.
Regarding your friend whom you gave
the name, you must not disclose the
secrets of the path or the actual instructions, but there is no harm in giving her
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books or explaining the principles to her
if she seems interested. By your sympathetic treatment and loving nature you
can teach her better than by words of
mouth.
Regarding your intention to move to
so-ne other place, you may make the
change as you think best. This will be no
hindrance in your spiritual work, as our

.
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spiritual progress does not depend upon
places or residences.
One important point 1 would like you
to understand and that is as regards your
relation with other teachers. Please note
it carefully. When Sant Satguru (the
Master) seeing the poor helpless souls in
trouble comes from Sach Khand (the
Region of Truth) to save them from
misery and, giving them the secret of the
Holy Sound, takes them back Home, Kal
Purush (the Satan, the Lord of this
world) also comes in the human form
upon this earth and begins the work of
destruction. Thus he opens a similar
school whose teachings resemble somewhat that of Sant Mat, adopts similar
names and thus ensnares and misleads
poor ignorant beings, preventing them
from returning to their Home. There are
two points of difference between the
Sant Satguru and an incarnation of the
Kal Purush. The first is, that this true
path within ourselves along which the
soul reaches its true Home is known only
to the Sant Satguru. The Kal Purush is
not acquainted with the secret of the Holy Sound. The path of Kal is to the left,
while that of the Saints is, as you know,
to the right side. The work of Kal is to arrange and maintain this world, and that
of the Sant Satguru is to take souls out of
it.
Secondly, Sant Satguru never takes a
single farthing from His disciples for His
own purpose, i.e., He never lives upon
their money. He earns His living like an
ordinary human being and what exceeds
His requirements, He gives to the poor,
while other teachers collect subscriptions
for their own use. They open a sort of
business in the guise of religion. I do not
mean to speak ill of anybody, but as this
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was an important matter, I thought it fit
to write to you. You should on no account enter into lengthy debates with
such persons; but you may explain the
principles of your faith politely and lovingly, if so desired by them.
You ask what clutches you fast in the
darkness. This can be answered in one
word-Desires. They are the results of
our own past Karmas. If we can get rid of
the worldly desires, there is nothing to
keep us confined in this world. More
about this at some other time.
In answer to your question about writing articles in papers, I have only a word
to say. I had already written at great
length about this matter in a previous letter. The idea of trying to instruct others
by means of contributing to journals is a
clever deception of the mind. Really in
such cases, the mind is not actuated by
any benevolent motive. It takes a delight
in showing its superior knowledge to
others. This sort of delicate pride should
be carefully shunned. And the fact is that
we cannot change the destiny of others
by our actions. Master Himself will
manage to help those people even without any articles in papers.
Regarding your duty as a voter, it is
not beneficial to take active interest in
politics. But there is no harm in the simple act of voting. ('Voting' is a right and
not a duty, you may use it or not as you
will.)
I am very glad to see that you work
hard in this direction and d o not want to
get hasty results. Your progress so far is
very encouraging.
With love,
Yours affectionately,
SAWAN SINGH

The Real Form of the Guru
July 23, 1919
Dear daughter:
Yours to hand. I am glad to learn that
you have imparted the spiritual instruction to Mrs. Spear at considerable inconvenience to yourself, but this work
could not be entrusted to anyone else;
this kind act on your part is greatly appreciated and in fact there can be no
greater charity than taking a soul out of
the sphere of Kal Purush and showing it
the path leading to Dayal Purush. It was
very good of you to give your time to
Mrs. Spear and Mr. Parson. They have
both of them written to me and I have
sent replies to their letters. Mrs. Spear
seems to be a sensible soul and it is hoped
that she will make some progress in the
spiritual journey. Mr. Parson is also a
man of determined and perservering type
which is very much desirable as progress
along this path depends on love and faith
and as long as these two are not perfect,
progress is difficult. As for Mrs.
Bridgeman, her Karma is very defective
and as the Saints do not wish to give another incarnation in this world to their
followers, it appears proper that her Karma should be washed out in this birth.
There can be no doubt that she is in great
trouble; still the debit of Karma must be
paid off, otherwise it will become the
cause of another birth. As a mother takes
her baby to the surgeon to get its cancer
opened and it is not her intention to
cause pain to her child but to obtain perfect health for it, and without undergoing pain the baby cannot recover, so
the same is the case with Mrs.
Bridgeman. Please encourage her so that
she may not lose heart but bear her illness
with patience and fortitude making it to
be for her good.

*

*

*

Your statement that your husband and
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yourself while travelling along the same
path have different experiences is correct. The Karma of each is separate and
hence it is that while both are going the
same way yet the success and interruptions along the spiritual journey experienced by the one are different from those
experienced by the other. Although
much of your Karma is similar to that of
your husband, yet it cannot be so in its
entirety and hence the difference in the
journey. Just as when the wife is ill, the
husband is not necessarily, so the Karma
of each is different.
The part you took in imparting the
spiritual instruction was right. If it is
found inconvenient to sit in the prescribed posture, then one may sit in any
easy chair with the hands in the prescribed
position or one may sit squatting and use
a wooden bracket to support the elbows
in the position. Mrs. Bridgeman need not
take the prescribed posture but let her
take any convenient posture in her chair
or bed and turn her attention to the
Sound. The only thing is that a posture
once taken should not be changed during
a single sitting.
I greatly appreciate that you do not dislike to keep aloof from society. As none
befriends us except the Holy Sound and
the Guru and as at the time of death no
society can serve us, then why should we
fall in love with societies and the things of
this world? They were meant for our comfort and so we should take service from
them according to our need but not make
them idols of worship. 'True renunciation' depends on the attitude of the mind.
A man who while living in the world and
doing its work keeps his mind free from it
can be said to have renounced the world,
and one who, living in solitude, has his
mind full of worldly desires should be
called a man of the world.
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Your desire to visit India is welcome
but what I wish is that you may have no
need for your physical hands, feet and
body, but travel without feet, speak without tongue, see without eyes and hear
without ears and while sitting indoors
visit not only India but the whole of Brahmand. If you saw India with the physical
frame, what use, if you did not go beyond
this world? If you reply that you want to
come to India for seeing your Guru then it
should be noted that the physical frame is
not the real form of the Guru, it is a mere
dress He has put on in the world and will
be put off here. The true form of a Guru is
Holy Sound and in that form the Guru

permeates every hair on your body and is
seated within you. When you will go
behind the focus of the eyes, then the
Guru will meet you in His radiant form
and when you reach Trikuti, the Guru
shall accompany you in His Sound form
even up to Sach Khand. Fly upwards
upon the wings of faith and love so that
you may talk to Him every day and be
with Him always. This will come gradually so you need not despair. Perform your
devotion regularly and one day all these
powers shall be yours and you shall reach
your true home.
Yours affectionately,
SAWAN SINGH

4. Is It Not A Strange World?
March 27, 1920
Dear daughter:
Both your letters of November 13,
1919, and of December 26, 1919, to
hand. You are right in keeping aloof
from these spiritual mediums and the
thoughts you have expressed about them
are also correct. These phenomena are
mental rather than spiritual, though they
in their ignorance call it spiritual. What
they employ is mind-force and not soulforce. What responds to their call is Universal mind (Brahmandi Mind); their action is limited to the lowest planes where
souls have still all coverings upon them
excepting the gross physical one. What
power have they got to call a soul from
the supreme joy of even the spiritualmaterial regions to attend to their worldly questions, and how can they call a
dead relative who has in most cases been
reincarnated in some sort of physical
frame? These are all boyish tricks. The
messages delivered to Mrs. Spear are
merely nonsensical. Your opinion is
quite right. A disciple of the Radhasoami
faith has no need to go after these
spiritual mediums when he himself exJuly 1978

pects to see these things for himself in
due course and go to far higher planes
never dreamed of by these spiritualists.
There is no harm in reading passages
from my letters to others. I shall let you
know when the proper time has come for
you to visit India.
Please concentrate your attention in
the eyes when repeating Holy Names. As
your concentration becomes stronger
many mysteries will become solved for
you. As your soul having collected in the
eyes turns inwards you will get more
flashes of light and knowledge. Solitude
brings peace and helps in spiritual progress. Your complaint that the mind wanders during excercises is the complaint
made by almost every practioner in the
early stages. The mind feels pleasure in
roaming at large and does not like to give
up its liberty until it has attained to
higher pleasure in exchange for its present enjoyments. But constant practice
will force it to give up its former habits.
Kal does not brook interference with
his work and your maxim of relieving
suffering when it comes our way is the
appropriate one under the circum-

stances. A practitioner narrated to me
once that he happened to see a large
crowd of ants biting to death a big worm;
he took pity on the creature and freeing it
from these tyrants placed the worm out
of their reach. Afterwards when he sat in
his exercises those ants (in subtle form)
began to bite his feet saying that they
were taking their revenge and it was no
business of his to interfere. Is it not a
strange world?
Mrs. Spear seems to be a little over
anxious in expecting appreciable results
from exercises during a short period. The
first step is to accustom the mind to give
up its wandering at least during the sittings so that it may become habituated to
collect in the eyes. Until this is attained,
one cannot expect to have any flash of
the subtle regions which begin from the
eyes upwards. A person who is sitting in
the lower storey cannot expect to have a

glimpse of the higher storey of a house
unless he spends time and labour in ascending. But she need not despair, everything will come in its time, only one
should hold fast. I was sorry to hear of
your illness. Holy Sound is the one medicine for all Karma.
You need not be anxious over the
question of wearing furs. Kal has so constituted this world that it is impossible to
escape. Those who do not use furs have
to use animal leather in many ways. Thus
the way seems to be long and full of difficulties and but for the Master's merciful guidance and protection, which is all
powerful, to make nothing of the snares
of Kal and Maya, none can hope to make
any headway.
With love and blessing,
Yours affectionately,
SAWAN SINGH

5. Go In and See For Yourself
Thanks, I appreciate frankness but
this seems to be a case of misunderstanding. My letters are of course, drafted by
secretaries, according to verbal instructions, but there was absolutely no idea,
nor can there be any, of parading anybody's personal problems or letting
down anybody as it were. On the other
hand, it has always been our principle to
treat personal problems as confidential
. . . I am sorry to find you so perturbed,
but I can assure you that there was
nothing personal about it, and this
should put you at ease. You should take
a charitable view as becomes a student of
Sant Mat.
Now as to the various questions asked
and points raised in your letters:
1- Yes-mentality.
Knowledge
and
Belief. You say that you are not a
yesman. Well and good. We too do not
want this mentality. Sant Mat is based
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upon real knowledge, the knowledge that
promotes honest inquiry.
It is a liberal system and does not stifle
opinion or insist on blind belief. To start
with, it asks you to accept some fundamental concepts, only by way of a working hypothesis, even as in Euclid you
take a theorem for granted only that you
might be able to demonstrate its truth in
the end. You must not forget, however,
the subtle nature of the subject which
cannot be adequately discussed and
understood by mere intellectual reasoning. It deals with Eternal Truths, beyond
reach of Mind and Buddhi, and can
therefore be comprehended properly only when the student goes in and gets some
background of personal, Spiritual experiences. Those who devote sufficient time
are verifying these truths for themselves,
and these include both, Indians as well as
foreigners. We do not force conviction
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upon anybody. We like the conviction to
grow from within as a result of one's own
personal experience. Let the student devote sufficient time and work as directed. The rest will follow.
Till then, one must have faith or work
would be impossible. If the great explorers and adventurers of the world who
widened the horizon of our knowledge
had no faith in their enterprises, they
would not have been able to go on and
suffer many privations and hardships.
What distinguished Columbus from his
followers? An unshakable faith and an
indomitable will.
2-Master. Your conception of the
Master is correct. He is in the world for
our good and guidance, for without a
Master, who will teach us? Man can be
taught by man only. The Master is unselfish, without any prejudice, and our true
well-wisher and benefactor. He is with us
in this world, in Spiritual Regions, and
even in the Court of the Most High; but
this realization comes only when the veil
of mind has been lifted.
3-Life and its law. Yes, life is Change.
Nothing is here at a standstill; the direction is the result of the interplay of so
many forces, known and unknown, including our own efforts.
The whole universe is subject to laws,
but the same laws may not be operative
and to the same extent in all places. This
is again a point which is best understood
when one goes in.
When we talk of Universal Laws, we
meal the laws of this known material
universe, and even here our knowledge is
far from complete. How little do we
know about conditions on Mars or the
Moon? How can you know, by mere intellectual discussion, the conditions in
fine ethereal and spiritual regions? Here
you have only to believe; if you want to
know, you must gird up your loins and
go in.
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Life is an immensely complicated affair. Every effect is the result of so many
causes, and likewise every cause has so
many effects which differ in intensity according to prevailing conditions. If we
know all the causes accurately, and their
background, we should be able to predict
the effect accurately. I do not follow
your line of reasoning here and how this
is relative to the career of a student of
Sant Mat.
4-Initiation. I do not wonder if you are
unable to appreciate the value of Initiation, because you have not gone in. It is
true, one must work and transform himself to reap the fullest advantage, but
even to be initiated is a great privilege
and perhaps you will realize it by and by.
It is no small thing to be set on the right
road and have an unerring Guide who is
always ready to keep you on the way as
soon as you make a start, who makes
Himself visible as you progress, and
stands by you in all circumstances. Think
of the thousands who worked hard, denied themselves all pleasures and even
comforts, and yet could not reach the
Goal because they were not initiated by a
perfect Master. The posture and the Key
Words have got their significance. They
may not appeal to some people, but you
doubtless realize that every game must be
played according to rules. The fact is that
the over-critical often waste their opportunities while the simple-minded win the
day.
5-Initiation by a Perfect Master. Man
is the image of God. As you say, man has
great potentialities; but till these potentialities are realized and actualized, they
are of no use. In this phenomenal world
man the master appears as man the slave;
for as long as he is the slave of his appetites, he cannot know real happiness. He
must first learn to control himself and be
his own master before he can be Master
of the world.

This can be done only by realization
within, and for that, contacting a Perfect
Master is the first step. We must learn to
rise above senses. This is expressed in our
terminology by saying that we must rise
above this house of nine doors and
knock at the tenth. We have been turned
out of the Royal Palace, as it were, and
the door banged on us. Someone must
remind us of our rights, and teach us how
to turn our back on the delights and pleasures of this world, and how to knock at
the tenth door and gain admittance. That
someone is the Master.
Meeting the Master is a condition
necessary and precedent to the working
of His Grace, and does not imply any
limitation of opportunity as you seem to
think. The opportunities are offered to
those only who have some chance of profiting by them. We do not complain that
the rain comes through the clouds only
and does not fall straight out of the blue
void. We are convinced that this is the
Law. Similarly, this law operates with regard to spiritual matters. We must know
whence and how we came down and
must return by the same route. The Key
is in the hands of the Master.
An imperfect Master would not be
able to lead the initiate to the highest
goal. Please remember we are talking of
the highest ultimate goal, and for that
the Perfect Master is absolutely necessary. One may make progress, as it is ordinarily understood, even without such
Initiation and, if ardent enough, may
reach the region of the stars, the sun and
the moon, but he won't be able to go
beyond that.
Sant Mat's ideal is very high. It aims
only at the highest and the Absolute
Good. That is why it does not think
much of so-called spiritual healing, etc.
The comparative value of such work is
inferior to what Sant Mat offers. Why
should you be contented with a cent
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when you can earn a dollar?
6-Healing, Social Service, etc. We do
not inculcate isolationism or selfishness,
but advocate the highest ideal of Service.
Service is indeed the backbone of our
organization; and most of our workers,
from men and women working in the kitchens to secretaries and superintendents
of departments, are honorary. The highest service to yourself, to others and to
the Master is going inside.
Healing is not bad but we aim at the
best, as has been said before. These other
services, rest assured, will not be
neglected. There are plenty of others to
carry out the services of the type you
mention. To keep our eyes fixed on the
highest ideal and work for it day and
night, cannot be called niggardliness. Is
the chemist who carries on his research in
his laboratory and denies himself the
usual social pleasures a selfish man, or
an isolationist? There is another point,
too. Your power of good now is very
limited. It is not bad to send good
thoughts but these thoughts bind you to
lower planes. Golden fetters are also fetters.
If you charge your patients, this is not
much of a social service, and if you do
not, you will have to come down again to
reap the fruit of your good actions. Doing good will certainly bring its reward,
but it will not bring about the Release
from birth and death. Perhaps you do
not appreciate this point of view.
Again, let us suppose that a philanthropist visits a jail and donates a sum of
money for giving the prisoners a treat, or
induces the authorities to improve their
conditions of living; or, again, the Red
Cross Society sends parcels of sweets,
clothing and other things to these prisoners. They have all improved the prisoners'
lot and momentarily made them happy.
But they are still in the jail. Then comes
an unostentatious-looking figure who
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holds the key to the jail. He opens the
door and tells them that they are free
henceforth, and even arranges for their
passage home. Who has rendered the
greatest service? That is the way of
Saints.
-- was under certain conditions allowed to continue the healing which was
her profession and I am glad to hear you
say that she has rigidly and conscientiously adhered to those conditions, but
the general rule remains the same and
-- was right in pointing out the general
rule. He had no authority to relax the
conditions. The fact still remains that her
progress has not been as rapid and
satisfactory as it would have been if it
had been possible for her to devote all
her time to Radhasoami practices. This is
no disparagement of -- but a plain
fact and the natural result of the law
which operates without regard to persons.
7-Four lives. Your reference to the
maximum of four lives is rather amusing. There is absolutely no compulsion to
finish your pilgrimage here in the compass of four lives only. In fact, nobody
can go up as long as he has desires on the

earth plane. They will surely drag him
down. The Master can show the way and
help you along the Path, but does not
force you. Please note that it is a privilege and not an obligation.
For souls with intense longing one life
may be enough, but the Saints generally
try to finish up the karmas of the Initiates within a maximum of four lives.
You may look upon it as something
queer, but once you begin to go in and
taste the joys of spiritual life, your point
of view will change.
8-The Master. The Masters are very
broad-minded and do not care at all what
you think about them. You may certainly look upon the Master as a friend if you
find that helpful, and he is certainly the
best and the truest friend. 1 will again
say, go in and see for yourself.
You may come here and study things
for yourself whenever it is possible and
convenient, but you will have to wait till
the end of the War at least. In the end I
would add that Sant Mat teaches true
humility, forbearance and charity, and it
is this spirit that ought to permeate our
thoughts as well as our actions.

6. Non-Resistance of Evil
This is in reply to your letter dated
February 21st in which you repeat question 16 of your letter dated October 14th.
"Imbued with the doctrine of nonresistance of Christianity" . . ."Resist
not evilw-"Love
your enemies and
them that hate you and spitefully use
you", "without thought of reward or
punishment." Let us examine the fundamentals of this doctrine. Our only but
deadly enemy is our mind. Lust, anger,
greed, attachment and pride are its
agents. It is through these that the mind
keeps us always out and on the move
from our Home in the eye center, thereby
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binding us with this world; our actions
becoming the cause of our rebirth and
death and our eternal misfortune.
The positive qualities-continence
(chastity), forgiveness, contentment,
discrimination and humility-remain
suppressed and ineffective. Pious resolutions and so-called prayers afford us no
protection from these agents. Looking a
bit minutely we find, when man's attention is confined to the Pind part of the
body, he is literally full of evil. The attention is slave to the passions stated above.
If this were not the case there should be
no difficulty in attaining concentration
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and going in and up. If man were not to
resist these evils, then these evils would
keep him tied to the wheel of life and
death forever. The doctrine, therefore,
serves no useful purpose and is positively
harmful. The soul would forever remain
slave to the mind and would never attain
Salvation.
If we carry this doctrine to its logical
conclusion, then we should not be an active or passive participant in any war; we
should not be a party to the manufacture
of and the trade in armaments and other
sinews of war, including the atom bomb;
no taxation for conducting a war should
be justified; even the police force would
have to be disbanded, for what we do not
want to do ourselves, we would not be
right in getting it done through others;
the right of self-defence, allowed in the
law of all civilized countries, would have
to go also; the farmer is at war with insects, birds, animals and other enemies
while growing crops, and if the farmer is
to observe this doctrine in thought, word
and deed, then goodbye farmer and
farming, and to all others who live on his
produce; again we see that man is constantly at war with Nature for selfpreservation-in
observing sanitation,
and control and cure of disease; and if he
is to ignore these, then man would soon
come to his end. This way of interpreting
the doctrine means that man and his
civilization must disappear, if the doctrine is to survive. So nothing has been
gained from this hair splitting, and the
very object of human life has been
missed. Surely this could not be the
intention of the giver of this doctrine.
The doctrine has been misunderstood.
The evil has to be resisted and conquered. All Saints including Lord Jesus
give us the Word, the practice of which
would lift man up from Pinda to Anda
and higher regions, thereby generating in
him the strength to conquer the evil in
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him and attain Salvation, which' is the
object of human life. When the keythe Word-is missing, the doctrine of
"non-resistance of evil" remains a dead
letter. It has been said in previous letters
that our viewpoint on life changes rapidly with every little travel on the spiritual
journey within ourselves:
The senses are detached from the objects; the mind no longer runs through
senses; the attention is held by the Word
within; the evils-lust, anger, etc.-run
out from within, finding the place too
hot for them, and they go out one by one
in the form of children, not secretly but
declaring openly that in the presence of
the Word they cannot remain within.
When the evils have been conquered
and turned out, their place is taken by the
positive qualities; then strife and struggle
give place to peace and tranquility. And
the higher the rise is within, the greater is
the harmony with the Word and His
creation. Then the doctrine of nonresistance to evil, or putting it positively
and at a much higher level as the doctrine
of charity, mercy and love, is seen as the
handmaid of the Word, and comes into
action automatically. And when it becomes dynamic and dominating, the doctrine of non-resistance of evil acquires a
new meaning.
The evil is seen as a mere weakness
which is easily tolerated in the hope that,
properly handled, it can be overcome.
The parents' love, with their gentle but
firm handling of their children, gives
them good breeding. The teachers' love
and handling makes them good citizens.
The church does its bit. But the Saints'
love and handling makes them Saints.
Parents, teachers and church work in
very narrow spheres and have their limitations. They teach toleration and do
good work but do not eradicate evil, and
without its eradication, the strength "to
love your enemies and them that hate
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you and use you spitefully" does not
develop.
The whole beauty, therefore, lies in
the Word and its practice. Because the
Saints are rare and the Word cannot be
had except from a living Saint, and the
practice of the Word is no joke, and
without the grasp of the Word there is no
awakening of the soul, no victory over
the mind and senses, no development of
the positive qualities and no banishment
of evil; the man, no matter how intellectual, remains an animal. He imitates
Saints without the strength of Saints,
glibly talks of their doctrine but cannot
live up to it, with the result that there is a
clash in the doctrine and the facts of daily life and warfare.
Suffice it to say, therefore, that people
abstain from adultery, meat, eggs and intoxicants, particularly alcohol, and practise the Sound Current, go in, turn out
the evils and take charge of their house,
and thereby qualify themselves for observing the doctrine in practice; which
means tolerating the weaknesses in
others on the strength of the love and
harmony generated by going within, and
lifting them up more by example than by
precept. A person with a good robust
physique is an advertisement of strength
which spontaneously induces and encourages the weak to be like him.
The uplift and the good that a Saint
does may be judged from the fact that if
a true Saint is walking, some insects must
die if they happen to come under His
feet, and these insects are lifted to the
man's stage. If a Saint sits under the
shade of a tree or eats its fruit or brings it
or its part in His use, the tree is given the
human status. The same applies to an
animal in the service of a Saint. Even a
chance gaze by a Saint on a bird, is sufficient to lift the bird to the top rung of the
evolutionary ladder; and when He initiates a person and connects him with the
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Word, He opens the way to Salvation.
Guru Nanak says a Saint saves millions,
by using only a tiny particle of Naam.
A word about "duty and action
without thought of the fruit of action."
The idea is good and appeals to reason. It
is easily said. The difficulty is in bringing
it into practice. So long as the attention is
confined to Pinda we are under the influence of mind, and desire is its
necessary concomitant. When the attention is attached to Naam and tastes its
sweetness, the mind goes under and so
does desire. Therefore, when the attention is firmly held by Naam, only then
the action can be done without the
thought of reward, and only then, while
'doing' is one 'not doing,' but not
earlier.
With this background it is evident that
only the Saints, who live in the spiritual
regions beyond the mind spheres, live
non-violently. They emphasize the practice of the Word and advise people to live
non-violently in the hope that a cool and
charitable disposition would help in
catching the Sound Current sooner. Persons engrossed in mind and matter, in
lower regions, cannot live non-violently
in thought, word and deed.
A votary of Sant Mat, therefore, does
his normal duty to his family, his town
and country, and above all to himself
and his Maker. If, for the preservation of
peace, he is to enlist as a soldier, it is his
duty to do so, for peace is a prelude to
the practice of the Word. As a farmer he
is justified in taking normal measures for
the protection of crops, for the maintenance of human life.
Dairying is good, but the raising of
stock for meat and fur, and work is
slaughter houses is avoidable and should
be avoided.
Enough, therefore, if so long as the
contact with the Master's Radiant Form
has not been made the restrictions laid
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down regarding food and drink are
observed in practice, and the Word receives its full share of time with love and
faith. When the contact has been made,
the devotee will be sensitive enough to
know for himself what is good for him
and what is harmful, and if in doubt, can
get a direct answer from the Master
within.
Q.2-Blood transfusion is permissible
as it does not involve killing. To make a
distinction in donors as meat eaters or
otherwise may make it impracticable in
emergency. The Word is one cure for all
contaminations, old and new.
Q.3-If
the disciple sticks to the
Sound Current, Kal does not interfere.
The Master is there to guide him. When a
person commits no offence he is not
afraid of the law and jail.
Q.4-There is only one Regent in each
region. They are the guardians of the
Road of Sound Current on which the
devotees of Sound Current go to their
Home in Sach Khand.
Q.5-Kal and the Regent of Trikuti is
one and the same. From Trikuti downward this Negative Power becomes more
active, and in the two regions above
Trikuti it is less active. The power of the
soul increases enormously in higher
regions.
The idea of typing any letter or a part
of it by individuals for their own benefit
is good.
"Is there any way by which the feeling
of the Holy Presence can be raised to the
eye center for concentration?" This feeling is itself the result of Simran. SO with
the increase in time given in Simran, and
carefully watching that the mind remains
engaged in Simran and sticks to the eye
center, concentration will be achieved
quickly.

"If one feels the Current . . . or their
value?" This sensation is good and is a
sign of the attention getting loose from
matter. With further approach of the attention towards the eye center, the separation from matter will be complete.
Please see that there is no strain on
breathing. Go in with love. When such
feeling is there, the time in that posture
should be increased.
The incident referred to in Dr.
Johnson's book took place many years
ago on the occasion of my first visit to
Rawalpindi, and the persons concerned
were mostly Sikh priests who thought my
sermon would adversely affect them.
Before that, there had been no preaching
on the internal philosophy of the Granth
Sahib. It seemed to them new and a
deviation from their orthodox beliefs.
Subsequently, I have paid numerous
visits to Rawalpindi and now the gathering there is so large that our big Satsang
Hall is insufficient to contain it, and the
people hear the sermons with eagerness
and calmness, and pray for Initiation.
The will power becomes strong by
Repetition and Concentration, and
Spiritual Force is created, which
awakens love and faith within, and that
leads to personal magnetism which is
present in small or large degree in every
human being and even in animals. This
Spiritual Force is within every one of us
but is awakened only by spiritual practice. Only those whose internal eyes are
open can feel it.
This personal magnetism of Saints,
sages and prophets goes with them when
they depart from this life. A man's teachings and discourses survive him, but his
spiritual power goes with him. Therefore
the effect of Christ's teachings remained
behind.
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Shadows of the Future
RUTH WEINSTEIN
October 15, 1966
Y SON Jack and I were in a huge,
crowded amphitheater, with many,
many people seated in it. Of these, I noticed a great many were women, dressed
in their finest trappings, all happily conscious of their physical selves and busy
displaying their company face, figure,
manners and mannerisms.
I had the strong impression that this
place was also a kind of temple, as well as
a theater. I knew it was connected with an
inner building of religious significance.
I don't remember whether we had been
seated there or whether we didn't have
seats but I know we had been wandering
around in this huge place. We did not
want to sit down to see the show. It didn't
interest us. Up on stage, they were
humiliating people and everyone laughed
and applauded at their discomfiture. We
had the feeling that if we sat down to see
the show, we'd be in danger; we might
grow accustomed to it.
We felt we had to go and find the innermost heart of this place, the "sanctumsanctorum," the inner sanctuary where
the Holy Ark was kept. Its whereabouts
was a closely kept secret, known only to
the chosen few, the Elite of the Spiritual
Guardians.
Jack and I were afraid of being caught
escaping by the Authorities but we were
desperate and we escaped. We wandered
and searched throughout the length of a
long, long, narrow corridor with many
doors. We searched on and on, opening
this door and looking in it and that door
and so on and on. Finally, after a long,
long search, I opened one door and I
knew my search was over. It was a very
high-ceilinged but small, triangularlyshaped room, crowded to capacity with
ever so many things on shelves all around
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the room. It smelled of age and of centuries but it was not an unpleasant smell.
It smelled musty with age but not moldy
or rancid. It just smelled of aeons of
time. The walls showed the bare, aged
wooden beams of the structure here and
there but mostly they were covered by incredibly old tapestries with the colors
pretty much faded or else they appeared
so due to the dim, dim light that filtered
in through chinks as well as from a break
in the triangular apex of the ceiling
beams which permitted me to see the
pure, white fluffiness of the clouds and
some of the blue sky. I thought this was
the most ancient of ancient places.
We knew they'd be guarding this place
and we'd have to hide to try to prevent
capture by the guardians. We didn't
want to be given to the mob who would
make a show of us and punish us for our
audacity in searching and finding this
Holy Sanctuary.
Most of the room was taken up with
what appeared to be waves and billows
and rolls of long, long tapestry-like
cloth-roll upon roll of it . . . narrow
roll within roll, like the ripples of the
ocean. Immediately, spontaneously, we
wordlessly decided to hide inside these
rolls because the dread of discovery was
stong upon us. We climbed up into the
tapestry (I had a much harder time than
Jack to fit myself inside the tapestry). I
remember feeling as if I was suffocating
in that tapestry. We had barely covered
ourselves completely when three Men
entered. We had been discovered at once
yet we knew these beings who had come
in had complete knowledge concerning
our entry-they had come in knowing.
They appeared to be old men; they had
long beards and were full of dignity and
wisdom and years-and beauty. They
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were familiar with the Sanctuary and
treated it with respect rather than with
awed reverence. They were not gods of
any kind; rather they projected humanity
but in its finest and most godly sense.
At first, we were deathly afraid of being discovered. I know my heart was
beating like anything. Then, the most
beautiful of the three came over to where
I was hidden and, without words of any
kind, no audible sound, we were told to
"stand up." I forgot to mention that
when we hid, we'd had some notion of
being taken out of there soon, to a better
place. We had heard rumors of a much
better world and way of life and departures from the Sanctuary had something
to do with them and so, although we did
not have the necessary wherewithal, we
hid and stowed away so we could go to
the better world.
Now, we were standing up, waiting to
be judged. We were not afraid as we had
been when we first hid because of the
kindness and love which the judges projected.
The three put their heads together
without making a sound; their heads
formed a triangle. I felt they were conferring amongst themselves about us. Then
the one I called the Chief, within myself,
because he was so very beautiful and had
such grandeur (I barely looked at the
others because of this) then the Chief
came over to us. His entire being
radiated Light and Beauty, his Eyes,
especially. He chided us but very gently
and with great sweetness and understanding on having (not violated but)
penetrated their Holy Sanctuary. Evidently we were not at that time ready or
properly prepared. Yet Sanctuary it was
and we were not to be punished by being
handed over to the mob. I was given to
understand the beautiful ones had actually been watching to see if we could
make it to them and we were told (com-

munication was all telepathic) with the
gentlest and sweetest of smiles, that they
even had admiration for our great perseverance. Therefore, they had decided we
were to be given some mild punishment
for our great audacity, no more than we
could bear, but our yearning and our
tremendous searching and finding were
to go unpunished, which they implied
was most unusual. They knew we had
not violated; we had only penetrated in
hope of something better, and it had
been done with respect.
The beautiful old man, before we left,
put the thought into my head that when
we were ready to return, the way would
be prepared for us; we would be welcome; we would be received with love
and great joy. Then I awoke, remembering each and every detail with the greatest precision. I wrote it all down. I knew
this dream was to be our guide, mine and
Jack's, to a better world and a better way
of life.
[Copiedfrom Ruth's written account,
October 16, 1966.1

*

*

*

The summer of 1971 Jack spent
searching for God. We were led to go to
the Women's Club in Fort Lauderdale
on a Wednesday in July, where Jack and
I first learned of the Path. He was very
much impressed. I was reserving judgment. The following Sunday, July 25, we
went to the Perrins' home because we'd
been told they were going to have one of
their two yearly celebrations that day
and we'd come to know more about the
Path. It was to be the Birthday Satsang
of their Master's Master, someone called
Baba Sawan Singh Ji Maharaj.
I'd never been there before, of course,
nor had Jack. I usually look at pictures
on the wall when I'm in an unfamiliar
place. There on the wall, I saw a large
black and white photo of the beautiful,
radiantly shining old man of my dream. I
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looked deeply into his eyes and one of
them began to pull me in. I must have
paled because Eta Perrin asked me if I
was all right. I asked her who this man
was, the one in the photo. She told me
who He was. Then I told her why I'd
gone into a kind of shock . . . Here was
the beautiful, radiant Being of Love of
my guiding dream of five years before
and now I knew His name and what He
represented. Now I knew Jack and I
could, at long last, find that better world
we'd been seeking and that better way of
Life. We had been gently and carefully
led right up to that very moment. The
Shepherd had led us to the Water of Life.
That night both of us were sure that this
would be our Path, God willing. And
now, at last, when the time came, we
would be given Initiation and our search
would be over. The wherewithal which
would permit us entry to the Sanctuary
from which we could take off for the better world and the better Way of Life
would be ours, at last, to use whenever
we wished and, in time, we would see our
Beautiful Beings of Light again, when we
had earned the privilege. At last, the
great purpose of earthly life was known
to us.
EPILOGUE
In the final issue of Sat Sandesh, there
was a quote from Baba Sawan which
went straight to my heart: "The devotees
of the Master who is gone will love the
Successor no less." I wept; I couldn't
help it. Never for a moment, at that time,
did I think I'd go to see Sant Ji who was
here in the West, as it turned out, very
early the following month, May 1977.
Yet, circumstances became such here in
my home that willy-nilly, whether I
wanted to or not (and I honestly didn't) I
went to New Hampshire, to Sant Bani
Ashram, for the first time in my life, to
see Sant Ji. We drove non-stop from
Florida to N.H. in a crowded car and, at
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my age, that is not easy. However, there
we were at Sant Bani; I believe it was
May 3. There was open-air Satsang
already in progress when we got there.
Someone got me a chair and I sat down
and had my first quiet look at Sant Ji, up
there on the dais. I will take what follows
directly from my notes, written just after
that first Satsang with Sant Ji:
"I yearned so for my Master Kirpal
and I prayed so hard for Master to show
me if He has really taken a new Robe and
come back to us. I cried and did the tears
change my vision or what?-I saw, first,
large, large very full-bodied and very
lovely flowers, two of them, one on each
side of Sant Ji and inside of Him, so to
speak. I did not recognize those flowers
at that time; I had never seen any such
before. One was in the yellow, orange,
green family and all shades of these; the
other was in blues, purple, crimson,
lilac, silver, etc., and all the lovely gradations and shades of these. The two fantastic flowers were in soft, luminescent,
pure colors, soft and somewhat muted
because they were in their radiant form.
As I watched in amazement (I had never
seen the like before, nor have I since), I
saw them open their many petals. One by
one, they began to unfold, slowly and so
gracefully, almost as if they were bowing. Right in front of my eyes, the petals
unfolded and shone in purest luminosity
and perfection. They appeared in this
way at least twice, possibly three times.
Then I saw a great, pure-white SHAFT of
pure-white LIGHT shining diagonally
across Sant Ji, where He was seated and
then, several times, I saw several different Heads and Figures, all in Radiant
Form, behind Him. Twice, it looked
so much like Baba Sawan was there,
maybe three times; and our Master Kirpal also and still Others whom I did
not recognize. My eyes were half-open
throughout but the tears kept coming. I
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wonder . . . could the tears be making
me see this way? Also, behind Sant Ji,
there was tremendous Light all around
all that lovely area of trees. What does it
all mean? Please tell me, Sant Ji. [These
notes were presented to Him at our first
interview.] Also I saw Sant Ji become
Baba Sawan for a few moments. [This
was corroborated and repeated for me
and many others as time went by, while
Sant Ji was at the Ashram.] Once, I
remember, a very large undetailed
silhouette type of Form (Radiant) unmistakably that of our Master Kirpal, in
back of and all around one side of Sant
Ji, something like the position of the
great Shaft of Light, only larger and
more immediate. What does all this
mean? Is it Master's way of answering
my question?" [end of notes] My goodness; how dense can a person be? Of
course, deep down in my heart and soul,
I knew Master was answering my prayer
but it was all so much, I just couldn't
take it all in and stay cool, calm and composed. I needed reassurance!
There were a great many other times
that Baba Sawan, mostly, and Master, at
times, showed themselves within Sant Ji
during subsequent Satsangs. Also, great
Shafts of Light (much larger than rays)
came down on each side, diagonally, in
back of, over and into and through Him,
several different times. But I never again
saw those perfect, full-bodied, manypetaled flowers that I saw that tremendous first time I saw Sant Ji.
Now, there are two things I would like
to say. One is: When I wrote in my
prayer, only days before I was destined
to see Sant Ji that first time: 'When I am
shown, so I can have no shadow of
doubt, that Someone has been appointed
to succeed our Master, our Beloved and
I wept and I prayed so hard to Master
about it, God Himself, apparently, was
moved to answer that heart-felt prayer

with what was shown to me that first
time I saw Sant Ji. But He wasn't
through. I guess He knows I'm a hard
nut to crack. He finished showing me
that very next morning, during very early
Satsang at Sant Bani (May 4).
About those perfect, large flowers:
Later, at home in Florida Jack asked me
again and again if I could recognize them
and I kept saying, "No, I'm sorry but
I've just never seen any such before." I
drew them for him on a piece of cardboard. Jack searched through the house
till he found certain flower catalogs he
had in mind. Then he asked me to look
through them to see if I could recognize
those flowers. He was showing me a
water lily catalog and I said it wasn't likely I'd see them there because all the water
lilies I'd ever seen were very shallow
bodied by comparison with those fullbodied Ones I'd been shown in the Vision. But I looked through the book to
oblige him. Then, suddenly, toward the
end of the book, there it was! I recognized it! Of course, it didn't have the many
gradations of color that the Vision
Flowers had but I did recognize the
shape-the
full body. We read the
name-lo and behold-it is known as the
"Sacred Lotus." I would like to quote
from the text in the catalog: "The lotus
was sacred and revered by ancient civilizations and symbolized hope and puriry
as the magnificent blooms arose from
the water and mud below . . ."
When we saw Sant Ji privately, we
asked several burning questions in regard
to the dream-vision in which the three
beautiful Beings of Light appeared, five
years before we ever knew who they were
or what a Master or the Path was. I confessed I had paid scant attention to the
other two Beings because the One I called
the "Chief" was so radiantly beautiful
and He did seem to be the One in charge.
At least, He was the One who spoke to us
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(telepathically, but clear as a bell. There
was no audible sound in that dream).
Well, Sant Ji said, with great delight,
"Yes, Baba Sawan was that beautiful."
He was the most beautiful personage He
had ever seen, He said (at subsequent
Satsangs, He mentioned this and elaborated on it). He said, "Yes, one of the
other two was our Master Kirpal" and,
when asked if He might have been the remaining One, He very modestly smiled
and acknowledged he also was there. I
asked what those rolls of tapestry were.
His answer: The veils of Maya. (In a
subsequent interview, I did ask Him if,
when I write this account, I might tell
Who those Three Beings of Light were.
He answered "Yes.") Just see how
Masters watch over us and know all
about us, from before Time, as such,
even begins for us here! How They know
every thought and word, let alone deed!
It's more fantastic than the most fantastic story anybody can ever think up and
yet it's all true-which makes it so fantastic, it boggles the finite mind! I think
only Godmen can accept such things
with a full measure of equanimity.

*

*

*

Again, from my notes: "May 4, 1977.
Very early this morning, on the way to
5:30 meditation at Sant Bani, Jack and I
were singing Bhajans and talking zbout
how we want to develop better meditation habits and rededicate ourselves to
the spiritual and then, during the subsequent meditation, Sant Ji lifted Ruth u p
and up, from one lovely level of Light to
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another even higher and lovelier one, one
above the other until high, high up in the
pure white space of God's Cosmos, she
saw a great Eye of Light, pure Light,
once, perhaps twice. All along, she heard
the conch with ears unstopped and she
prayed and did Simran simultaneously
and thanked God and Master. Finally,
she felt as if she was on the verge of seeing the throne of God and the Light
began to scintillate so, it became almost
unbearable, it was so beautiful and so
awesome and majestic that she came out
of it crying, as she had done throughout.
She looked over to the dais and found
Sant Ji's Eyes right on her, gazing intently at her. She thanked Him mentally,
again and again, for bringing her back to
the Light. Then the meditation was over
and He called on her to speak. She
thanked Him out loud, half-crying all
the while, for being the new-old Doorway to God and the Light and she
thanked Master for giving Him so much
Love to give to all of us and for giving
Him strength and she thanked Him for
having returned her to the Light and she
said now her conflicts were over, as indeed, now they were. He inclined His
Head in acceptance."
So, this is the way in which God
answered Ruth's prayer that she be
shown so she might have no shadow of
doubt, if Sant Ji is, truly, Master's Successor . . . Beautiful, radiant, love-filled
Master, can we ever love You enough in
return for Your Love and ever-flowing
bounty to us?

Oh, Lord, I am a flower of Your field,
one in a panorama of bright soldiers
standing tall in the grass.
I stretch my limbs to the sky
to wave the hues of Your Virtue.
I will not hide myself beneath the thorny bush,
nor cover myself with mud and filth;
nor will I stand in the roadway
to be trampled under by the world's racing foot.
But I will turn my face proudly to the sun
letting Your rain wash away
the dust of the past.
And, by Your Grace, one day
my Beloved Bee will come.
Through the silence I will hear His Song,
rushing to meet the waiting bride.
He will anoint me with Golden Nectar,
Sending my soul to its roots,
giving me life anew.
Oh, that glorious day,
When my life's purpose will be fulfilled.
When my season has past, dear Lord,
fading,
bowing,
laying my head on the earth,
You will send my Beloved again.
Now, having also cast his weary body aside,
He is radiant.
With warming, outstretched arms,
He welcomes me Home
to Your Garden Everlasting.
V I C K I FIELDS

